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Abstract: In the western U.S., the black-backed woodpecker has been found to be associated with dense
montane conifer forests with high snag densities, typically resulting from moderate- to high-severity
wildland fires. However, black-backed woodpeckers are occasionally also detected nesting in
unburned forests, raising questions about the type of habitat in which they nest and the potential
abundance of such habitat. We conducted intensive black-backed woodpecker nest density surveys
in large plots within the middle/upper-montane conifer forests of the Sierra Nevada, California,
within general (undisturbed) forests, snag forest habitat from moderate/high-severity wildland fire,
and unburned snag forest habitat from drought and native bark beetles. We found black-backed
woodpeckers nesting only in the two snag forest conditions, mostly in burned snag forest, and their
preferential selection of burned snag forest was statistically significant. No nest was found in general
forests. Our spatial analysis indicates that snag forest is rare in the forests of the Sierra Nevada due to
fire suppression and logging, raising concerns regarding small population size, which we estimate to
be only 461 to 772 pairs in the Sierra Nevada.
Keywords: black-backed woodpecker; high-severity fire; forests; logging; rare species

1. Introduction
In the Sierra Nevada mountains of California, USA, the black-backed woodpecker (Picoides
arcticus) is an uncommon species associated with dense middle/upper-montane conifer forests recently
burned in mixed-severity wildland fires [1,2]. A high snag basal area has been found to be an
important metric to predict black-backed woodpecker occupancy in burned forests [2–4]. However,
black-backed woodpeckers have also been detected in unburned forests with elevated levels of snags,
including in the Sierra Nevada [5], eastern Oregon [6], and the Black Hills of South Dakota [7].
This species is also known to nest and breed in late-successional and old unburned boreal forests in
eastern Canada, especially in forest stands with large volumes of deadwood [8,9]. Similar research in
unburned forests of the Sierra Nevada is generally lacking, however. Thus, there is uncertainty about
the type and spatial extent of the existing habitat for this species, and corresponding uncertainty about
the current population level of black-backed woodpeckers in the Sierra Nevada. This uncertainty is
compounded by ongoing forest management practices that encourage the logging of snags in unburned
forests and target dense, older forests for logging activities and the removal of mature, live trees [10].
Credible estimates of black-backed woodpecker populations have been made for some individual
fire areas by Tingley et al. (2016) [11] in the Sierra Nevada mountains of California, based on visual or
auditory detections at grid locations spaced by 500 m (with each location effectively representing an
area of 25 ha). However, the authors noted that black-backed woodpeckers can have home ranges
of 500 ha, raising the possibility that populations could have been overestimated due to unintended
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double-counting, and that the true management value of this methodology is the ability to estimate
habitat value by relative population abundance in burned forests for the purpose of prioritizing
high-quality patches for retention. Though highly labor-intensive for a given unit of area, nest density
surveys provide another means to estimate populations [12].
Mixed-severity fires are a natural part of historical fire regimes in the montane conifer forests of
the Sierra Nevada [13,14], and the moderate/high-severity component of such fires creates the “snag
forest habitat” with which black-backed woodpeckers are typically associated [14,15]. Similarly,
in the unburned boreal forests of eastern Canada, black-backed woodpeckers are also associated with
dense, old forests with very high levels of deadwood [8,9,16,17]. Snag forest habitat is now considered
to be less common than it was historically in the Sierra Nevada and western U.S. forests, generally due to
fire suppression and the logging of snags in both burned and unburned forests [14,18–20]. In the Sierra
Nevada, black-backed woodpeckers select interior areas of large high-severity fire patches [21]. Though
the occurrence of large high-severity fire patches increased from the 1980s through to the 1990s in
forests of the western U.S., it has not continued to increase over the past two decades [22].
The consequences of these patterns for black-backed woodpecker populations depends in
significant part on the extent to which this species nests in general (undisturbed) forests, which are far
more spatially extensive than the snag forest habitat created by fire or cycles of drought and native
bark beetles. The extent to which black-backed woodpeckers nest in unburned snag forest habitat
(versus the snag forest habitat from wildland fire) in the Sierra Nevada, as they do in the old boreal
forests of eastern Canada [8,9,17], is also relevant, given the extensive pulse of snag recruitment in
unburned forests that occurred mainly in 2015 and 2016 in the southern and central Sierra Nevada
during extreme drought conditions, killing >20–30% of the trees in numerous areas [23,24].
We investigated this issue by conducting black-backed woodpecker nest density surveys in
the general forests, unburned snag forests, and burned snag forests of the Sierra Nevada, measuring
the snag basal area at nest sites and estimating the current spatial extent of snag forest habitat in
these forests.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Field Data
Our study area comprised the middle and upper-elevation conifer forests of the Sierra Nevada
management region, encompassing the forest types inhabited by black-backed woodpeckers to
the southern limit of their range, just north of Lake Isabella [5]. This included mixed-conifer forests in
the middle elevation areas, upper montane forests dominated by true fir, Jeffrey pine (Pinus jeffreyi),
eastside pine, and lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta), and subalpine forest types in the higher elevations
(Figure 1). Within this broader study area, we searched for black-backed woodpecker nests within a
series of 300 ha field plots, as discussed below.
For general forests, we restricted the sampling landscape to areas >2 km from any fire area
1998–present, and also excluded any areas that experienced high-severity fire [25] from 1984 to
present (satellite imagery to detect and record high-severity fire occurrence became available in 1984),
since such areas would not yet have regenerated into mature conifer forests following high-severity fire.
Within the resulting general forest areas, 300 ha plots were systematically arranged, with the southwest
corner of each plot located at the intersection of each increment of 5 min of longitude and latitude.
Each plot was comprised of three square 100 ha subplots, with the middle subplot offset 1 km to
the north relative to the others, and each subplot consisted of five contiguous strips 200 m wide
and 1000 m long, oriented lengthwise south to north (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. The study area, with the locations of plots in each of the three habitat conditions.
Figure 1. The study area, with the locations of plots in each of the three habitat conditions.
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Figure 2. Nest density field plot.

Unburned snag forests were identified using annual records of tree mortality from aerial
surveys of the U.S. Forest Service’s Forest Health Monitoring Program (www.fs.fed.us/r5/spf/fhp/fhm),
and personal knowledge of locations with high recent snag recruitment from natural disturbance
processes other than fire (e.g., drought, windthrow). We focused on patches with snag recruitment
occurring <6 years earlier, and predominantly comprised of areas with >50 snags/ha. Since such areas
are highly patchy on the landscape, we located the 300 ha plots to encompass the greatest proportion
of highest recent tree mortality, and with the least amount of post-disturbance logging (all the plots
had <15% post-disturbance logging).
For burned snag forests, we sampled in 2014 the Wheeler fire of 2007 in the Plumas National
Forest (northern Sierra Nevada), and in 2015 the Rim fire of 2013 in the Stanislaus National Forest
(central Sierra Nevada). Since fire areas that are ≤7 years post-fire are far less spatially extensive than
general forest areas, we systematically arranged the plots with the southwest corner of each 300 ha
plot located at the intersection of each increment of
ǂ 1.25 min of longitude and latitude. The plots were
comprised predominantly of moderate/high-severity fire [25], and plots on which >15% of the total
area had been post-fire logged were excluded.
Some plots that would otherwise have met the study criteria in one of the three categories were
excluded due to their extreme steep slopes and inaccessibility.
From 2014 through to 2016, we surveyed the general forest, unburned snag forest, and burned
snag forest plots to find black-backed woodpecker nests. All the surveys were conducted from May
17th through to June 8th of each year, during the peak of the nesting season, and the surveys occurred
only from 6 a.m. to noon each day [2,12]. All the plots were surveyed completely within a single
nesting season, and none were surveyed in more than one year.
Within each plot, the surveys followed the methods of Russell et al. (2009) [12] and Dudley
and Saab (2003) [26]. In a given plot, surveys were conducted by a three-person team, with each person
surveying a different 100-hectare subplot at any given time, then rotating, such that each subplot
was surveyed by each of the three team members over a period of several days. Within each square
100 ha subplot, the surveyors searched for black-backed woodpecker nests by meandering within
each
of five adjacent 200 × 1000 m strips. Surveyors stopped every 200 m of distance within each


1000 m strip length to conduct a 6-minute broadcast of the recorded black-backed woodpecker calls
and drumming [27]. The broadcast was played for 30 s at a standardized volume, followed by 90 s
of listening, and this was repeated three times during each 6 min broadcast survey [27]. When any
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black-backed woodpeckers were detected by sight or sound, surveyors tracked them to their nests,
provided that the nests were within the plot boundaries, taking the time necessary to do this [12,26].
Each surveyor had the plot, subplot, and strip locations within each subplot on GPS units. Under
this method, each plot required five to nine days for a three-person team to complete, with an additional
2–3 days for each plot for travel and time to recover from exhaustion and minor injuries.
This method has been found to have a probability of nest detection of >99% [12]. The surveyors
all received training specific to this study prior to surveys. Based on these methods, we report nest
densities (nests/km2 ) for general forest, unburned snag forest, and burned snag forest. We used a
chi-square trend test [28] to determine whether the black-backed woodpecker nest density increased
across the three habitat conditions, with the lowest levels in the general forest, intermediate levels in
the unburned snag forest, and highest levels in the burned snag forest.
When black-backed woodpecker nests were found within plots, we determined the snag basal
area in the nest core by measuring the diameter of all snags over 10 cm in diameter in 12 0.01-hectare
square plots in the four cardinal directions from the nest tree, with four such plots at 15 m from the nest,
four plots at 50 m, and four at 200 m (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Snag basal area plot arrangement.

2.2. Landscape Estimation of Suitable Habitat and Population Size
We determined the snag basal area at the landscape scale using data from the U.S. Forest
Service FIA (Forest Inventory and Analysis) fixed plots, for the most recent FIA survey year after

 ownerships combined across the entire Sierra
our field work was completed, 2017, in all land
Nevada management region (north of Lake Isabella), within the forest types used by black-backed
woodpeckers: mixed-conifer, white fir, red fir, Jeffrey pine, lodgepole pine, subalpine forest types,
eastside pine, and eastside mixed-conifer (https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/r5/landmanagement/gis/
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?cid=STELPRDB5327836). We used these forest-type data to determine the overall landscape within
which black-backed woodpecker nest sites might potentially occur, if suitable habitat was present,
and the FIA snag basal area data to determine the proportion of this landscape that contains suitable
black-backed woodpecker habitat, based on three different thresholds: (a) one standard deviation
below the mean snag basal area from the nest sites in our plots; (b) the conservative “potential” habitat
threshold of >17.4 m2 /ha of snag basal area from Tingley et al. (2014) [2] and Casas et al. (2016) [29];
and (c) the “optimal” habitat threshold of >25.5 m2 /ha of snag basal area from Tingley et al. (2014) [2]
and Casas et al. (2016) [29]. We derived a range of black-backed woodpecker population estimates in
the Sierra Nevada management region by multiplying the area of suitable habitat in each of these three
categories by the nest density figures resulting from our field plot surveys.
3. Results
3.1. Field Data
We surveyed five general forest plots, five unburned snag forest plots, and three burned snag forest
plots (Figure 1). We found a total of 0, 2, and 5 active black-backed woodpecker nests in the general
forest, unburned snag forest, and burned snag forest plots, respectively. This equates to 0 nests/km2
in the general forest, 0.13 nests/km2 in the unburned snag forest, and 0.56 nests/km2 in the burned
snag forest, with an overall density of 0.29 nests/km2 (0.0029 nests/ha) in the two snag forest categories
combined. While 0% of the general forest plots had nests, 20% of our unburned snag forest plots had
nests, and 67% of our burned snag forest plots had nests. There was a significant trend of increasing
nests from general forest to unburned snag forest to burned snag forest (χ2 = 4.43, df = 1, p = 0.035).
While it was beyond the scope of our study to comprehensively monitor nest success, our team
did observe outcomes for four nests: three burned snag forest nests were successful, fledging one to
two young each, and one unburned snag forest nest was unsuccessful.
In the territories within the burned snag forest, the snag basal area within a 200-meter radius
around the nest tree had a mean of 35.2 m2 /ha (in one of the post-fire territories, substantial snag
blowdown occurred after the nesting season but before the snag basal area plots were conducted;
therefore, we did not conduct snag basal area plots in this territory, since the data would not be
representative of the conditions during the nesting season). In the two unburned snag forest territories,
the snag basal area was 57.8 and 53.1 m2 /ha, respectively. Overall, the snag basal area in the occupied
black-backed woodpecker territories had a mean of 42.0 m2 /ha (S.D. = 17.7 m2 /ha). Therefore, suitable
black-backed woodpecker habitat, based on our results and approach, is represented by areas with
>24.3 m2 /ha (mean minus one standard deviation) of snag basal area.
3.2. Landscape Estimation of Suitable Habitat and Population Size
A total area of 3,459,055 ha is comprised of the forest types occupied by black-backed woodpeckers
across the Sierra Nevada management region (mixed-conifer, white fir, red fir, Jeffrey pine, lodgepole
pine, subalpine forest types, eastside pine, and eastside mixed-conifer), and 195 FIA plots were
surveyed in these forest types in this area during 2017. Of the 195 FIA plots, in terms of the snag
basal area, 4.6% met the “optimal” habitat threshold [2,29], 5.1% met the suitable habitat threshold
derived for this study, and 7.7% met the broader “potential” habitat threshold [2,29], corresponding to
suitable habitat areas of 159,117, 176,412, and 266,347 ha, respectively. Using the nest density figure of
0.0029 nests/ha of snag forest habitat from our results, this equates to population estimates of 461 pairs,
512 pairs, and 772 pairs, respectively, for the Sierra Nevada management region. Based on the FIA
plots from 2017, the snag basal area in the Sierra Nevada forests is quite low, overall. Of the 195
FIA plots, 56.4% have a snag basal area of ≤3 m2 /ha, 15.9% have a snag basal area of 3.1–6.0 m2 /ha,
11.3% have 6.1–10.0 m2 /ha, 9.7% have 10.1–20.0 m2 /ha, and only 6.7% have a snag basal area of
>20 m2 /ha. The forests in our study area are generally lacking old forests. Based on the 195 FIA plots,
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14.9% were ≤50 years old, 33.8% were 51–100 years old, 25.1% were 101–150 years old, 13.3% were
151–200 years old, 9.7% were 201–300 years old, and 3.2% were >300 years old.
4. Discussion
Based on an unprecedented black-backed woodpecker nest density survey effort in terms of
spatial scope and intensity in California, we found black-backed woodpeckers nesting only in snag
forest habitat, mostly burned, and also in some unburned snag forest. Moreover, we found that
the snag forest habitat, with snag basal area densities sufficient to constitute suitable black-backed
woodpecker habitat and in the forest types in which black-backed woodpeckers live, is spatially very
rare in the forests of the Sierra Nevada, despite recent large fires and snag recruitment from drought
and native bark beetles.
In unburned snag forests, our snag basal area results in the two nest areas we found are roughly
similar to those of black-backed woodpecker territories in Goggans et al. (1989) [6] in the eastern
Oregon Cascades, where >50% of the basal area was comprised of snags due to a significant occurrence
of snag recruitment from drought and native bark beetles, in forests with an overall basal area of
50–85 m2 /ha. Siegel et al. (2013) [30] reported a mean snag basal area of 43.1 m2 /ha within 50 m of
black-backed woodpecker nests in burned snag forests of the northern Sierra Nevada, similar to our
snag basal area results within 200 m of nest trees in burned snag forests. Tingley et al. (2014) [2] found
a mean of 25.5 m2 /ha of snag basal area within home ranges in burned forests. In mostly burned
forests in the Black Hills of South Dakota, black-backed woodpeckers selected, for foraging, stands
with 30–60 m2 /ha of basal area, in which >65% of the trees were snags [4]. While the methods of these
studies are not directly comparable to our methods, there is strong general consistency regarding
the importance of snag basal area in the range of 20–30 m2 /ha or higher for successful black-backed
woodpecker territories.
Our black-backed woodpecker nest density results are also broadly similar to other research,
indicating that few nests went undetected in previous studies, despite the fact that they were not
focused on a rigorous and comprehensive assessment of nest density. For example, in Goggans et al.
(1989) [6] there was approximately one black-backed woodpecker nest per 400 ha of unburned snag
forest habitat. While this density is higher than our results in unburned snag forest (one nest per
750 ha), Goggans et al. (1989) [6] was conducted in one relatively small, discrete study area with
extraordinarily high snag basal area levels, as discussed above. Such habitat is extremely rare in
the Sierra Nevada within unburned forests in the forest types inhabited by black-backed woodpeckers.
In burned snag forests, we found, on average, one black-backed woodpecker nest per 180 ha,
very consistent with the density of one nest per 182 ha reported by Saab et al. (2007) [31] in burned snag
forests of the northern Rocky Mountains, and higher than the one nest per 415 ha reported in the Jasper
fire in the Black Hills of South Dakota [32]. Consistent with the findings of Tingley et al. (2016) [11],
the nest density in our results was much higher in the northern Sierra Nevada than in Sierran forests
farther south. In our northern Sierra Nevada burned forest plot, we found one nest per 75 ha, similar
to other black-backed woodpecker nest density data in burned forests of the northern Sierra, such as
Tarbill et al. (2015) (one nest per 64 ha) [33] and Burnett et al. (2011) (one nest per 78 ha) [34].
Population estimates for black-backed woodpeckers in the Sierra Nevada are lacking in the scientific
literature. Nevertheless, given the relatively short time period during which black-backed woodpeckers
can use snag forests [3], once natural disturbance processes have created such habitats, and given
the small populations estimated by Tingley et al. (2016) [11] in four fire areas in the Sierra Nevada,
we believe that our range of estimates is generally consistent with such research. Moreover, our finding
that black-backed woodpecker nest densities are considerably higher in burned snag forest than in
unburned snag forest is broadly in line with Tingley et al. (2020) [35], who reported that, in the Sierra
Nevada, black-backed woodpeckers were nearly 13 times more likely to be detected in fire areas than
in unburned forests with many recent “beetle-killed” trees.
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Like many other native birds of the Sierra Nevada that are associated with snag forest habitat,
black-backed woodpeckers and their habitat face serious threats from fire suppression and post-fire
logging [36], the latter of which heavily and disproportionately targets suitable black-backed
woodpecker habitat and occupied nest sites [20]. Commercial “thinning” logging operations, which
selectively remove many of the trees in forest stands, are also a threat, since such projects often reduce
the overall forest basal area to levels that preclude the potential for sufficient snag densities to comprise
suitable black-backed woodpecker habitat, even if high-severity fire later occurs in such areas [37].
Moreover, our findings suggest another substantial threat to black-backed woodpecker populations
which warrants attention. Specifically, our data indicate that black-backed woodpeckers depend on
exceptionally high levels of snag basal area in both burned and unburned old forests for nesting—a
finding that resonates with previous research on this species in unburned forests [4,6,8,9,16]. However,
large snags, resulting from cycles of drought and native bark beetles, are routinely logged on private
forestlands in the Sierra Nevada and in national forests, which comprise most of the forest habitat in
this mountain range; the current rangewide forest plan encourages the “salvage” logging of large snags
in both burned and unburned forests for the economic interests of the timber industry and the U.S.
Forest Service (USFS 2004). The Sierra Nevada forest plan suggests that only 10–15 snags/ha should
be retained in any given stand on the national forests of the western Sierra Nevada, and that only
7.5 snags/ha should be retained in forests of the eastern Sierra Nevada [10] (USFS 2004). Based on
our data and the previous work of others in unburned forests [4,6,8,9,16], there is no realistic scenario
under which such minimal snag retention levels could maintain suitable black-backed woodpecker
habitat in unburned forests in terms of the snag basal area/ha.
Significantly, the forest plan specifically targets the densest, oldest forests for logging operations
(USFS 2004), which disproportionately impacts a species like the black-backed woodpecker, as it is
associated with very high levels of snag basal area that, in unburned forests, are generally found in
some dense, old forests [6,8,9]. The black-backed woodpecker nests that we found in unburned snag
forest were located in old-growth forest stands with a high overall basal area—roughly half of which
was comprised of snags. In contrast, all of our general forest plots were dominated by mature and old
forest, but did not have the recent substantial pulse of snag recruitment [23] that characterized our
unburned snag forest plots. Most mature/old unburned forests of the Sierra Nevada have low levels
of snags due to “salvage” logging, while the landscape is interspersed with patches of forest with
much higher snag levels, following severe drought [23]. The overall deficit of snags in this landscape,
and the ongoing forest management policies oriented toward preventing increased snag densities,
pose a significant threat to black-backed woodpecker populations. Though unburned snag forest
habitat may not provide optimal prey resources or camouflage from avian predators for black-backed
woodpeckers, compared to burned snag forests [7], the unburned snag forests play an important role
in sustaining black-backed woodpecker populations [7,9].
In light of our findings, and given the ongoing threats to black-backed woodpeckers and their
habitat from fire suppression, the logging of both burned and unburned forests, and the lack of any
current meaningful protections for suitable habitat or active nest locations, increased protections for
this species are warranted, including Species of Conservation Concern designation through the U.S.
Forest Service [20] and listing under the Endangered Species Act.
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